
HMRRC Membership Communications
Committee Report

At the club’s February 8, 2005, monthly meeting, Ray Newkirk volunteered to chair a
committee that would review the club’s overall approach to member communications,
with the secondary objective of recruiting a Pace Setter editor. Rob Moore volunteered
to serve on that committee, and, subsequently, Ed Neiles, Don Wilken, and Josh Merlis
agreed to serve on the committee as well.

Ray Newkirk prepared a document in which he outlined his personal thoughts with
respect to the club’s communications and shared it with the committee. The committee
then met on February 24 to discuss the situation. As a result of that discussion, a
number of modifications were made to Ray’s initial document. The revised document is
attached.

The committee also developed several specific proposals. Because these proposals
have a significant impact on how the club communicates with its members, we’re
distributing them in advance of the club’s meeting. Indeed, we think that any adoption of
these proposals should be deferred until the club’s April meeting so that interested club
members will have an opportunity to participate in the discussion. Our proposals are:

• Reduce the publication frequency of the Pace Setter to six issues per year.
− Reduces the effort required to assemble the magazine, with the hoped-for result

of making recruitment of an editor easier.
− Recognizes the web as the primary source of certain content (results,

applications).
− Pace Setter articles will be included on web site’s member’s only section.

• Recognize the PaceSetter editor and the web master as co-equal contributors to the
club’s communication efforts, divide content management responsibilities between
them, and better coordinate their activities.
− Our proposal assumes that the Pace Setter editor and the Pace Setter managing

editor remain separate roles. Currently, Don functions as the former and is
primarily responsible for securing content; Ed funcstions as the latter and is
primarily responsible for assembling the magazine.

− The creation of “communication coordinator” coordinator position may be
desirable as a bridge between the Pace Setter editor and the web master.

We recognize that our second proposal is a bit fuzzy, but think that an evolutionary
approach may be appropriate. Ed Neiles will continue to function as the web master
while the new site is being constructed. He has also indicated a willingness to assist any
new Pace Setter editor as managing editor while the new editor is learning the ropes and
we’re assessing the impact of our first proposal.

The committee also identified a number of possibilities for the editor position and will
contact those individuals to ascertain interest levels (but using the proposed changes as
operating assumptions).



HMRRC Membership Communication Analysis
February 15, 2005

HMRRC requires a plan to meet its members’ communication needs. This plan needs to address
both a short-term issue (the need to find a new editor for the Pace Setter) and a long-term
objective (knowing where we’re going and how we’re going to get there).

Assumptions
• We are not currently prepared to discontinue the publication of the Pace Setter in its printed

format.
• The club’s web site has replaced the Pace Setter as the primary source of information

concerning race results.
• The club’s web site will be (if it’s not already) the primary member communication mechanism

in the future.
• The effort involved in producing the Pace Setter is disproportionate to its current role as a

communication vehicle.
• Longer term, the Pace Setter may be discontinued, with its communication role being

satisfied by the website.
• The Pace Setter’s content reflects the membership’s interests (i.e., members want to have

access to the kinds of information provided in the Pace Setter).
• The Pace Setter’s content may not reflect all of the membership’s communication interests

(i.e., members may want additional communication opportunities that the Pace Setter cannot
satisfy).

The table below outlines the content, by category, currently available to club members.

Distribution
Category Immediacy Pace Setter Web Site

Race results Moderate Yes Yes
Race applications High Yes Yes
Race-related articles Low Yes No
Club news items (President’s Message; race
calendar)

Moderate Yes Some

General runner interest articles (e.g., Russ
Ebbett’s)

Low Yes No

Human interest items (Been there, done that) Low Yes No
Race result archives Low No Yes
Club documents/policies, etc. Low No Yes

Pace Setter Pros
• Pro-active “touching” of members – reminds them of our existence and their membership
• Members respond favorably to seeing their names in print
• More familiar medium for older members
• Ad revenue easier to secure (speculative?)
• Perceived permanence (actual permanence?)
• Tradition

Pace Setter Cons
• Time-consuming to assemble – drain on volunteer resources
• Expensive to produce (in comparison to web)
• Not as timely (in comparison to web)



Web Pros
• Reasonably inexpensive to maintain
• Medium of choice for younger members
• Immediate results publication; greater flexibility
• Interactivity (potentially)

Web Cons
• Not every member has Internet access.
• Volunteer learning curve

Currently, the Pace Setter and the web site do not satisfy identical communication objectives. The
web site does not presently include the articles which comprise a large portion of the Pace
Setter’s content. The web site includes some pictures, but not as many as the Pace Setter. On
the other hand, the web site includes archival and historical information that the Pace Setter does
not include (unless you have a complete set of older issues and an index).

The web site’s communication deficiencies vis a vis the Pace Setter can be remedied. In the new
site, articles and pictures can be easily provided for. Indeed, including these items as part of the
“members only” section of the site might make membership more attractive. Depending upon how
articles are presented (PDF v. HTML), a search engine might provide an additional enhancement
for the web site. Pictures on the web can be in color.

Personnel Requirements – Pace Setter

These positions were identified from documents (attached) that Ed and Don provided, plus my
own opinion (advertising coordinator).
• Editor.—Assigns writers; photographers; determines other sources of articles
• Managing editor.--  Assembles and coordinates materials for publication; oversees physical

assembly of magazine
• Production editors.—Lay out magazine. Query: Isn’t this a task that Cyndi can perform?
• Writers.—Typically, one per HMRRC event is recruited by editor; recurring column writers

require less frequent recruitment.
• Photographers.—Typically, one per HMRRC event is recruited by editor.
• Proofreaders
• Typesetters.—Paid position
• Printers.—Paid position
• Advertising coordinator

Positions in red are positions that would be still be required even if Pace Setter content were all to
be included on the web and publication of the printed version of the Pace Setter discontinued. I’m
not clear about the need for the typesetting position. Articles would not need to be assembled into
a larger whole (i.e., a magazine) on the web.

Food for Thought -- Ideas for Discussion

Short-term Objective
Satisfying the Pace Setters Personnel Requirements

• Compensate the editor.—I’m generally opposed to this solution. No club officer or race
director (that I’m familiar with) has ever been a paid official. This policy has served us well in
the past, but all options need to be considered.



• Reduce the editor’s workload
− Publish every other month instead of monthly (or some other reduced frequency –

quarterly on the low end, 10 times a year on the high end).
− Make the editor’s position a two-year position – knowing the extent of the commitment

may induce more people to consider the position
− Establish a succession plan.
− Modernize/simplify the production process – need to review the tools being used to

assemble the communication; are there better ways

Long-term Goal
Establish a Plan for the Future
• Establish the position of Communications Director to oversee HMRRC’s overall member

communications, printed and electronic. The communications director would be responsible
for securing writers and photographers for club events and for overseeing the activities of the
webmaster and Pace Setter managing editor. Advertising coordinator would also work under
Communication Director’s direction.

• Immediately reduce the number of Pace Setter issues per year from 12 to 6. This step would
presumably reduce the workload of the Pace Setter Managing editor (and hopefully make the
recruitment of someone to fill this position easier).

• Include all Pace Setter content (i.e., articles) in the “Member’s Only” section of the web site.
• Enhance the club’s web site to permit interactive member communication.



Pace Setter Editor WebMaster

Race articles (recruit writers, photogs)
Other articles (human interest, club news, etc.)
Photographs

Race results (web tool)
Race applications
Race archives
Club documents
Train membership chair
Train race schedule chair
Train Grand Prix chair



Ed Neiles
Managing Editor Responsibilities: 
            Primary function is to keep everything and everyone moving. If it can’t be moved
we then leave it for the next month. Don takes full responsibility for securing authors to
cover our events, and is always diligent in looking for people with new ideas for articles,
etc. Don also has been juggling the photographers, making sure all HMRRC events are
covered in this respect. Bill Robinson has recently taken on the role of Medical Editor.
Bill secures articles from medical folks and submits one article to the Pacesetter each
month. That’s a simplified breakdown in responsibility. In order to make this “sharing of
responsibility” work, it is absolutely necessary that the individuals involved have the
utmost faith in each other ability to get the job done.

            All the data comes to us, and finally me, via e-mail. We read over the material
and make changes when necessary. Don and I jointly make sure I have everything for the
current (working) issue, and once the data is complete (around the 28 or 29th of each
month) I e-mail it off to Cyndy Allen, CC Comp & Design. Cyndy imports the data into
PageMaker and outputs galley proof in PDF format. Several copies of the galleys are
made, one goes to the proofreader, and one goes to the production editor (we have 3
production editors), along with the advertisers list and the photographs. The three
production editors are fairly well trained at this point.  The production editor “mocks” up
the pages and returns same to me. I check the mock up, make necessary changes, etc.
When I get the proofreading back, I then deliver the mock ups, the proofread galleys, etc.,
to Cyndy, who creates pages in PageMaker. Page proof is sent to me for final check and
an okay. Back to Cyndy for final corrections and then off to Tom Urbano, Capitol Press
Printers, for printing. I then call Ray and request the membership data file be sent to the
Mailworks.

            My job requires some part of each day, guess I spend about 10-13 hours each
month on the magazine. As the editor years ago, probably spent closer to 18 hours each
month, that’s combining the two editorial positions now held jointly with Don.  I’d be
happy to work with the new editor for any (?) amount of time necessary for that person to
learn the job. Don and I anticipated a 6 month transition with the new person(s). I would
also be happy to serve on the committee to secure the new editor.  At this point in time,
out of the running loop as I am, doubt if I could find a candidate, but I could help in the
discussion aspect.



Don Wilken
Pace Setter Responsibilities

Associate Editor & Photography Coordinator

Basically what I try to do is make sure that every event on our schedule has someone
committed to writing an article and someone committed to taking photos.  For the writing it just
means you have to come up with a list of likely candidates who you think might be willing to
write an article and then contacting them by telephone or email and see if they are willing.  Quite
a few people are more than willing to write - it just means somebody has to identify likely
candidates and ask.
    With regard to photography, we have a staff of 7-8 people who are pretty much committed to
photographing a few races each year.  What I do is forward a schedule of events to them, usually
covering 3-6 months, and I ask them to commit themselves to events during that period.  Again,
this usually works pretty well.  In those events where no one has volunteered I usually follow up
closer to the event with a 2nd request.
    Of course, I also make a point of following up with everyone in the week before the event to
make sure no one forgets and also send out reminders to the writers sometime after the event to
make sure the articles arrive in Ed’s hands in a timely fashion.  The photographers get their
photos directly to Ed and the club covers the expense of film and printing.


